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Introduction
        The topic our group has chosen is the importance of marketing for films. Can the 
marketing strategy influence how well a film does at box office? Some topics that will be 
researched are if it has a positive or negative effect on the success of a film and if all 
marketing for a film is good marketing. There are a variety of ways to market a film and 
it is important to look at which ones work best and get the attention of the audience so 
they go see the film. We chose this topic because it will give insight into the operations 
of the media field. Marketing is a major part of a film’s success, yet it takes place 
outside of the film process. Marketing has become widely more popular over the years 
as films have become more competitive for box office revenue. The use of critics, a 
film’s budget and use of stars are all said to have a major effect on the box office but is 
that really true? With multiple blockbusters coming out at once, studios have to fight to 
take home a major part of the revenue, one important way to do this is marketing. It is 
important to look at how the marketing strategies of a film relate to the films successes 
because we might be able to predict box office success strictly based on marketing of a 
film. This will help the filmmakers because they can appeal to the audience through 
marketing campaigns if they discover what are the most successful strategies. The 
audience selects which films to see primarily off of the marketing campaigns and word 
of mouth. Studios need to generate hype around a film to make sure the audience is 
talking about it and is getting interested in the film. This study will examine if the 
publicity of a film will ultimately affect audience’s attitude toward to it, and further leads 
to how well the film will do on box office revenue to see if the marketing strategies of a 
film will determine how well it does at the box office. 

Literature Review
   Film industry is one of the most profitable industries right now, since it contains a 

large variety of targeted audiences. In order for a company maximize its profit, it needs 
to have a marketing strategy that aimed towards the right audiences. 

          A model approach developed by Zufryden (1996) evaluates the effects advertising 
have on the box office performance of new film releases. The model approach designed 
in the study is used to evaluate several market performances that are affected by 
advertising expenditures. The market performances here indicate “the awareness of 
new film releases, intention to see, and purchase behavior” (Zufryden, 1996, p. 29). The 
study first used the mathematical formulation to calculate three basic components, 
awareness, intention, and ticket response model. Secondly, the study predicted the 
three components based on the empirical analysis. In the final section, the study 
explained the data used in the empirical analysis and also showed the predicted results.  
The results from the study show that data will show how the advertising factors may 
play a significant role in the distribution of new film releases. The study shows that the 



model can be used by a movie company to evaluate film strategies based on the 
advertising expenditures.

         In the results from “Evaluation of Advertising Response” (Zufryden, 1996), the 
rising on advertising expenditures is corresponding with the increase level on the film’s 
awareness, intention and box office performance. The patterns of three components will 
eventually move towards the same points as the time since film release increased. 
While from the “Evaluation of Distribution Response” (Zufryden, 1996), the results 
indicated that the film advertising has a significant effect on box performance. As the 
study set film advertising in theatre at a different intensity level, the ticket sales 
increased with the intensity level of advertising.

        However, there are some weakness of this study that it did not take the “interesting 
aspect of film diffusion” (Zufryden, 1996, p. 40) into account, which ignores that the films 
may be reintroduced later on for some propose. Further, the study did not comprehend 
all the film variables, which may also affect the box performance, such as the celebrity 
effect and the popularity of the original novel. 

        Overall, from this study, we can tell there is a significant relationship between the 
planned advertising expenditure (independent variables) and the box office performance 
(dependent variable) for new film releases.

A specific example of the film industry using marketing to its advantage is in the 
case of the marketing of the film The Immortals. This journal report gives us a brief 
overall view of marketing strategies used by big media companies, in this instance Clear 
Channel, and what these strategies can ultimately do to affect box office sales, in this 
case of Immortals. The article states that Clear Channel made the decision to team up 
with the company Relativity Media which is also a prominent media firm involved in film 
and media production and distribution. Through making this partnership, Clear Channel 
and Relativity Media were able to benefit off both of their company's reach in terms of 
the masses. The marketing plan that was carried out was a year-long effort and 
extremely rigorous. Using celebrity figures to introduce and endorse the campaign of 
this film was only the first step. Social media became an integral part of this campaign 
as this information was shared by the main celebrity involved, which guarantees 
exposure to the masses. This was coupled with sneak-previews of the film, cast 
interviews and red-carpet interviews. With the expansive reach that Clear Channel has 
as mainly a Radio and Advertising company, it was simple to distribute this information 
to the masses. Along with the information, certain events such as contests and ticket 
giveaways were held to draw interest and hype over the film. The cross platform 
marketing that was done was very efficient. The rigorous use of social media was 
knowingly done because of its ability to be shared and reach massive audiences. The 
film Immortals did achieve the #1 status at the box office for its premier week. For these 
two companies to come together and purposefully put together such an elaborate 
marketing strategy and successfully carry it out, should show the readers that certain 
marketing strategies can be extremely successful and beneficial. This also shows the 
heavy influence that social media seems to have in today's world when it comes to 
matters of new information being shared and/or promoted. This report shows overall the 
many abilities that marketing holds in the film industry. 

  As was seen in the case of the immortals, there are many ways to adversities a 
film so it will have the most box office success, Prag and Casavant’s article (1994) 
analyzes the effects of a variety of factors on the financial successes of a film. The 
conclusion is the marketing expenditures are positively related to “production costs, 
winning Academy Awards and the presence of major stars” (Prag & Casavant, 1994). 
This paper comes to this conclusion by looking at factors that are most important to 
consumers in the film choices they make.



           Some of the important factors this study looked at are quality, marketing 
expenditures and being a sequel as having positive effects on a film's financial success. 
For levels of quality, the study looked at praise from awards and production costs. 
Sequels attract particular audiences and keep the film popular among viewers. The 
study also discusses that rating affect the box office appeal of a film because it creates 
barriers to who can see the film.  

 To measure the films revenue this study defines it as the money the studio 
receives from foreign and domestic box offices. Also the money a film receives from 
television and video rentals. The other form of film revenue mentioned is the total box 
office receipts, or gross. The created a rating system for star power to measure that 
variable, assigned ratings a value and compared costs.

 It was discovered that filmmakers spend 30 cents on advertising for every one-
dollar of production costs and they spend more on advertising when a major star is 
involved. What was concluded from this study is that there is no clear relationship 
between the cost of production and film quality. However, there is evidence that a 
relationship exists between film quality and years since its release, academy award 
winners and the presence of major stars. Sequels are considered lower quality from this  
study. When print and advertising was included in the study, star power, negative cost 
and winning academy awards no longer became important factors when determining 
the success and quality of a film. Advertising is a major part of determining the financial 
success of a film and is more important that other factors that are taken into account 
when producing a film.

Advertising plays a huge role in the success of the film industry. Without the 
marketing and promotions of a film, the film would be practically unknown. An article 
written by Staiger (1993) brings forth a valid point of the success of a film. “Advertising 
and its related practices of publicity and exploitation have been considered capable of 
influencing people not only to buy the movie show but also the lifestyles and ideologies 
represented in the films” (Staiger, 1993). With the right advertising, a film can create this 
whole culture that surrounds the film. It goes beyond just a film trailer, you can 
incorporate many different aspects to the promotion of a film. This could include, toys, 
branding on food products, billboards, etc. The Batman saga is a perfect example of 
this. Media giants have plastered the Batman logo everywhere since the beginning of 
the films production. There has also been an increasing trend with the “comic book-
turned into movie” deal. Media conglomerates take a concept that was once successful 
in advertising and apply that over and over again to essentially the same type of movie. 
That way, there is less risk and a bigger profit.

       The article also discusses the difficulties that advertisers faced earlier on in the 
formation of the film industry. It lists that there were “several structural deficiencies” 
including “no regularized production, no routine or predictable distribution, and no 
reasonable length of exhibition time that would allow consumer interest in a specific film 
to develop” (Staiger, 1990). These difficulties vanished, however, as the demand for the 
production of films increased. With this increase, came the development of stronger 
advertising strategies. These two developments had worked hand in hand and helped 
boost the successfulness of the film industry.

 The researcher lists different innovations that have helped boost the success of 
film through advertising and promotions. This includes “the development of routine 
procedures for creating consumer identification of specific films to see or theaters to 
attend, the determination of successful media channels and product features for 
communicating appeals to the potential customer, the exploitation of indirect methods of 
appeal and interest, the solution of the difficulties posed by national advertising, the 



standardization and control of ad and marketing efforts, and the move from campaigns 
of 'mass' appeal to campaigns aimed at specific target audiences” (Staiger, 1990) All of 
these strategies were put into motion in the early years of the film industry and it is still 
used up until this day. These innovations may have been altered slightly with the 
development of the internet, but the main point of each of these concepts still play a big 
role in today’s advertising industry.  

 In addition to advertising playing a role in the box revenue, Basuroy, Chatterjee 
and Ravid (2003) argue that even though in time, critics were said to not have as much 
of an effect on how well a film will do in the box office this is not necessarily true 
anymore. Instead, they said that American do tend to seek out reviews from critics and 
use that to make their final decision as to whether or not they should see a particular 
film.

 The authors specifically look at three different factors that affect the box office; 
that is through the specific role of the critic, positive versus negative reviews and how 
star power and budget may affect the box office. They argue that critics work more as 
“predictors” for how well the film will do, rather than if the film will actually do well in the 
box office.

Factors such as budget really depend on what Basuroy, Chatterjee and Ravid 
(2003) call “motion picture economics” which basically associate more extraordinary set 
design and elaborate costuming (high budget) with higher revenue at the box office.
The third factor, star power was an interesting factor because the authors suggested 
that the effect on the box office varied from decade to decade. The authors argue,“De 
Silva (1998) finds that stars are an important factor in the public’s attendance decisions 
but are not significant predictors of financial success, a finding that is documented in 
subsequent studies as well (De Vany & Walls 1999; Litman & Ahn 1998; Ravid 
1999)” ((Basuroy, Chatterjee & Ravid, 2003).

What was most interesting about this article was how the authors carefully laid 
out each variable (independent variable: different magazines that reviewed certain films 
and dependent variable: the performance of each film at the box office) and 
methodology in which they conducted their experiment (used a random sample of 200 
films).

They found that factors such as critical reviews, budget and star power all vary 
in how well a film performs at the box office each week. The authors conclude that 
factors such as positive review, higher budget and use of big-name movie stars will 
affect a film’s performance at the box office positively. 

Research Question and Hypothesis
For this study, we will be considering marketing strategies of films. We will look at the 
different marketing strategies that can be used, such as print, television, radio etc in 
order to find what contributes to a film’s success or failure. The dependent variable will 
then be participants’ attitude toward the film based on how likely they will go watch this 
film. Our hypothesis is that if the positive publicity of a film will lead to a better 
performance at the box office. The amount of advertising a film receives and if it is 
positive or negative determines if the publicity of a film is good or bad. Other variables 
that are important are the type of marketing used, cost of marketing and the cost of the 
film. Through the research we hope to deduce if the publicity of a film and its marketing 
strategies heavily influences the box office revenue.

Methods
Experiment and Systematic Random Sampling Method



The experiment conducted for this study was getting the data from participants to see if 
the publicity of a film will affect participants’ attitude towards the film and how likely they 
are going to watch this film.  Questionnaires were used in this experiment to gather the 
data. The questionnaires for this experiment were created through the Penn State 
Qualtrics website via www.pennstate.qualtrics.com. There were total of 100 participants, 
and 51 people were randomly assigned to the control (positive publicity) 49 were 
randomly assigned to the treatment group (negative publicity). The questionnaires were 
distributed   through Facebook, email and twitter and the questionnaires were done by 
participants anonymously on their own computers. The majority participants were 
college-aged students at Penn State University, and it allowed the study to control 
certain demographic variables such as age and the level of education. The specific 
demographics of the 100 participants regarding age, gender, and ethnicity are the 
following: age ranged from 18 to 57, 25 male and 75 female, 44 Caucasian, 1 African 
American, 50 Asian, 2 Hispanic, and 3 others (Asian American/Cosmopolite). The mode 
and the median for the questionnaire was 20 and the mean was 22.5.  

Independent Variables and Dependent Variables

The data was collected through an experiment in which participants were randomly 
assigned to two different levels of Independent variables: control (positive publicity of 
the film) and treatment (negative publicity of the film). The independent variable being 
manipulated was the publicity of the film and the dependent variable was participants’ 
attitude toward the film based on how likely they will go watch this film. Both of the 
reviews are describing the same film in order to avoid any impact that made on 
participants by the difference of the name of the film.  The participants were asked to 
read either positive publicity or negative publicity of the film depending on which group 
they were randomly assigned to. For the survey of control group, the review of the film 
Aquarius is absolutely positive and desirable. The survey of treatment group has a 
complete negative and unpleasant description of the film Aquarius. The dependent 
variables of this experiment are participants’ attitude toward the film and their intention 
to go watch the film and how well they thought it would do at the box office. The 
dependent variables are measured through a questionnaire that analyzed participant’s 
response will they recommend this film to their friends, and what do they feel about this 
film, and how well or poorly do they think the movie will do on the box office. The Bipolar 
Scale gained the data from participants of both groups and analyzed whether they will 
recommend the film to their friends and their prediction on the revenue of box office of 
the film.  Further, the Bipolar Scale helped to analyze participants’ emotions about the 
movie by letting them rate between sad/happy, bored/entertained, indifferent/thought 
provoked.  

Measure

The dependent variable, participants’ attitude toward the film and their intention to go 
watch the film, will be analyzed through three levels of dependent variable: emotions 
about the film, prediction of the box office, recommend the film to friends. The 
participants’ attitude/intention to go watch the film will be measured by the data from the 
Likert Scale and Bipolar Scale in the survey.  For how likely the participants are going to 
recommend the movie to their friends, the Likert Scale measured from 1 (very unlikely) 
to 7 (very likely) then recorded the mean of the total responses. Participants’ emotions 
are measured from 1 (Sad/Bored/Disinterested) to 5 (Happy/Entertained/Thought 
provoked), and prediction of the film is measured through 1 (Very poorly) to 5 (Very 
Well ). By getting the mean values from the collected data, the experiment is able to 
show which side of the scale did the most participants “preferred”.

Results and Conclusions
Descriptive Analysis

http://www.pennstate.qualtrics.com/
http://www.pennstate.qualtrics.com/


Analysis of the data obtained from the research focused on the mean number 
of response (or attitude) by participants. This allowed us to examine the relationship 
between the two different types of publicity of the film Aquarius, positive and negative 
publicity, to see whether there was a statistically significant difference between answers 
received. The main objective of our study is to reveal the positive relationship between 
publicity and the box office revenue of the film. To determine our conclusion, we entered 
our data into SPSS statistical software and analyzed our data using a one sample T-
Test. We compiled the data from the survey using negative publicity and the one using 
positive publicity in order to compare the results. The three variables we tested to get 
our final findings were attitude towards the film, how likely the participant was to watch 
the film and how well the participant felt the film would do at the box office.  Attitude was 
comprised of the emotions on a bipolar scale such as, sad-happy, bored-entertained, 
indifferent-thought provoked. After running the data in SPSS we determined, based on 
means, standard deviations and p-values of the dependent variables, that having 
positive publicity of a film makes people more willing to see it. First we had to determine 
if combining the three emotions on the bipolar scale would be reliable if tested. We ran 
a reliability test and found our chronbach’s alpha was .883. From this we determined 
that we could combine these three variables and test them as one since the reliability 
was high. The independent sample T-Test showed that attitude towards the negative 
review M(2.52), SD(.793) and attitude towards the positive review M(3.58), SD(.793), 
have statistically significant statistical difference in means t(98)= (-6.707). p<.001. 
Likelihood of watching film for the negative review M(2.67), SD(1.44) and for the 
positive review M(4.92), SD(1.29) there was statistically significant difference in means 
t(98)=(-8.91), p<.001. Opinion on box office for the negative review M(2.31), SD(.940) 
and positive review M(3.88) SD(.781) there was also statistically significant difference in 
means t(97)=(-9.37) p<.001. With this evidence we rejected the null hypothesis that 
publicity did not affect a person’s attitude towards the film and likelihood to see it and 
accepted the hypothesis that positive publicity about a film made someone more likely 
to see it. Since attitude and likelihood to see the film was higher for the positive 
publicity, then the opinions on how it would do at the box office were higher as well 
because if more people want to see it then it will make more money at the box office. 
Discussion

         As discussed at the beginning of the paper, we conduct this study in order to see if 
there is a positive relationship between advertising and audience’s attitude toward the 
film. It further leads us to another belief that a positive publicity will make the film 
perform better on its box office revenue. These two beliefs revealed the importance of 
marketing strategy at current film industry. We basically evaluate the market 
performance by participants’ intention to watch it, participants’ attitude toward the film, 
and also includes how likely will participants introduce to film to their friends. We 
designed the study based on the “Evaluation of Advertising Response” (Zufryden, 
1996), which the study concludes there is a significant relationship between the planned 
advertising expenditure (independent variables) and the box office performance 
(dependent variable) for new film releases.
Limitations

       Although our test results seemed to support our hypothesis, the study contains 
few limitations which might somehow affect our results. The first possible limitation of 
our research could be the amount of our participants. We only have 100 participants for 
our experiment, and the study could have been on a larger basis to get more accurate 
results. The second possible limitation could be the lack of gap in age range of our 
participants. The majority participants of our study were college-aged students that 
currently attend Penn State so these results only relate to people in that area. We could 
not apply our conclusion to other a larger population. The third possible limitation could 
be the wide variety of ethnicities of our study. The majority of people that took our 
survey were also either Caucasian or Asian, which we could not generalize our study 
results to either Caucasian or Asian population. 



       By the end, the last possible limitation could be the selective bias since our 
survey was distributed through Penn State Qualtrics, participants were only allowed to 
take the survey if they had technology or internet access. We had asked people to take 
our survey mainly through social media and email, so if people had neither of those, 
they, too, were unable to take our survey. Now while most people have internet access 
these days, a lot of elders still do not so this can contribute to the inaccuracy of our 
study results as well. 

      There might be further research needed to fully understand the relationship 
between marketing strategy and the performance of film on box office revenue, but our 
findings in this experiment shows there is a significant positive relationship between the 
publicity of film and audience’s attitude (or intention to see) toward to the film. Although 
the study does not did without limitations, the results from our study could be evaluated 
by movie company and used as a model to figure out better marketing strategies based 
on the advertising expenditures. Our study proves that people may tend to watch and 
have a positive attitude toward the film due to its positive publicity (or higher advertising 
expenditures), but it does not prove that spending more money on advertising 
expenditure will lead to a better performance on box office revenue. The point here is 
that what marketing strategy is the movie company going to conduct will lead to higher 
revenue on box office rather than how much they spend on advertising expenditure.
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